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ENTREPRENEURSHIP ›  
SOCIAL ENTERPRISE MANAGER

• You’ll be in charge of a social enterprise, balancing the business’s social 
responsibilities with making a profit.

• The UK’s half a million social enterprises employ 1.44 million people 
and typically outperform traditional small businesses.

• A third of start-ups put social good as their core mission and social 
impact was the most important measure of success for CEOs.

Subject skill
Communication: You’ll communicate clearly with members of your team, 
as well as promoting what you do to the public.

History teaches you about the past and how these events  
can affect what’s happening in the world today. You’ll explore 
a variety of events and time periods in your history lessons.

SCIENCE & RESEARCH ›  
SPACE ARCHAEOLOGIST

• You’ll use satellite imagery to look for ancient artefacts on Earth  
and monitor existing heritage sites that aren’t easily accessible.

• Historic England predicts that the UK will need between 25%  
and 64% more archaeologists by 2033.

• Archaeologists were added to the list of shortage occupations in the 
UK in 2019, meaning that there are not currently enough in the UK.

Subject skill
Problem solving: You’ll need to think of different ways to investigate  
new sites or solve issues relating to existing site management.

Communication Critical thinking Debating Research Time management

The future of jobs

in history

How will the most popular industries for history graduates change?
Finance › Financial manager was the UK’s third fastest-growing job role from 2011 to 2019.
Marketing, PR and sales › PR is moving towards visual content such as infographics, GIFs and video.
Managers › 9 in 10 14 to 25-year-olds are thinking about setting up a business or are open to the idea.

Subject skills:
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